What's New in ARM Tablet Data Collector

- Assessment editor button to record GPS on-demand

- Added second method to zoom-in or zoom-out:
  - Pinch-to-zoom grids - new
  - Click-to-zoom tool on all editors
New Tablet Hardware

- **HarvestMaster Mesa 2**
  - 7 inch Windows 8.1/10 tablet
  - Waterproof, dustproof
  - Planned for release in 2Q2106

- **Motion Computing CL920**
  - 10 inch Windows 8.1 tablet
  - Rain resistant, dustproof
  - Available 1Q2016
GDM and HarvestMaster

ARM Connect to HarvestMaster

Mirus Software:

- ARM pushes field or trial map to Mirus
- Mirus uses with:
  - HarvestMaster Harvest Data Systems
  - Research sprayers
  - Other research equipment
- Mirus pushes harvest results to ARM

Details at GDM and HarvestMaster booths in exhibit hall